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Abstract

Wireless connectivity is becoming as essential as electricity in our modern world. Although we would like to deliver

wireless broadband services everywhere, the underlying physics makes it inherently complicated: the signal power

vanishes very quickly with the propagation distance and is absorbed or scattered when interacting with objects in the

way. Even when we have a “strong" signal, only one in a million parts of the signal energy is being received, thus,

there is a huge room for improvements!

What if we could tune the propagation environment to our needs? This is the main goal of reconfigurable intelligent

surfaces, which is an emerging concept for beyond‐5G communications. The idea is to support the transmission from

a source to a destination by deploying so‐called metasurfaces that can reconfigure how incident signal waves are

scattered. These surfaces can be electronically configured to interact with the wireless signals as if they had different

shapes. For example, it can be configured to behave as a parabolic reflector that is rotated to gather signal energy

and re‐radiates it as a beam focused on the receiver. This feature makes use of a new design dimension: we can not

only optimize the transmitter and receiver but also control the channel. This might be a game‐changer when

communicating at mmWave and THz frequencies, where the traditional propagation conditions are particularly

cumbersome.

This might sound like science fiction but is theoretically possible. In this talk, I will explain the fundamentals of this

new technology from a signal processing perspective. By deriving a signals‐and‐systems description, we can look

beyond the initial hype and understand what is actually happening when using reconfigurable intelligent surfaces. I

will also describe recent experimental validations of the fundamentals. The talk will culminate in a description the

main research challenges that need to be tackled in the coming years.
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